DIY Cannabis Extracts: The Ultimate Guide To DIY Marijuana Extracts: Cannabis Oil, Dabs, Hash, Cannabutter, And Edibles
You asked so we did it! Finally a real DIY Book on Marijuana and its many different derivatives for consumption. This isn't the stuff your parents smoked! The growing popularity of marijuana over the past few decades has come with many changes in how the smoker consumes his/her marijuana. This is a fully comprehensive, and illustrated, DIY book on making marijuana derivatives at home. By the end of this book you will be a marijuana derivative master! Take your smoking experience to the next level and buy today!
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**Customer Reviews**

I should have looked at the content page before ordering. This is a 36 small page booklet...and not much better then any free "recipe" found on line. Ok for a beginner, I guess. The "Ultimate Guide" is really a joke.

DIY Cannabis: The Definitive Marijuana DIY Handbook to Cannabis Oil, Dabs, Hash, Cannabutter and Edibles: the Ultimate Handbook for Making Marijuana Derivatives: A DIY Cannabis Book by 'Fat' Fred Rodgers is a comprehensive book that covers all you need to know about so-called marijuana derivatives. The book does a fantastic job of distilling all you need to know about THC/Cannabis delivery. Needless to say, this quick and easy guide is a god-send for those with medicinal privileges to use marijuana or for those residing where it has been legalized.

He could have used an editor and proofreader. Some techniques such as using a hair curler were interesting but it was difficult to follow the steps due to disjointed writing and grammar. Take this,
enlarge the contents - how about other edibles like candies, or use of frozen ethanol and pot with a blender for alcohol extracts? - and edit and proofread it and it will be useful and worth reading.

Marijuana was found to be very useful for a very wide number of medical applications and the last decade witnessed a big activity in this research area. This great book spots the light on the white side of cannabis and how to prepare Cannabis oil at home. It also guides you to know how to use the cannabis oil and its different uses. It was a very useful read.

A good book with a lot of facts about cannabis/marijuana. This book covers up many different points on short paragraphs. It has many benefits such as for the healing of a potential disease skin cancer. It also goes through the background of marijuana for boosting the readers understanding.

Never knew cannabis has so much of useful benefits. This is a well written book, it even includes the indoor growing of cannabis and much more. I really am overwhelmed with this book. Found it very useful.

This book is great, favors explaining indoor gardening as far as wholistically explaining. So my only whine is that there could be more information about linking up the season with things like times to plant and pull, but there is a good diagram in there that has helped me perfect what I was already doing enough. If you have a passion for growing grab this cuz its good to at least have on hand!

The book is very comprehensive, with all the step by step instructions and illustrations. I tried one of these and I didn’t have a hard time because the book is really easy to follow. Thumbs up to the author.
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